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See Page 4 for Kits Numbers 

100th ANNIVERSARY LUGGAGE KIT 
General 

This instruction sheet lists and describes installation of: 

• 100th Anniversary Overnight Bag 

• 100th Anniversary Snap Bag 

• 100th Anniversary Day Bag 

See the Luggage-Kit Fitment Information table in this instruction 
sheet for fitment information. 

These kits have no service parts. 

NOTE 
Please note that the photos on this instruction sheet show 

generic styled luggage, 

NOTE 
The luggage kits listed in this instruction sheet require the vehi-
cle to be equipped with a passenger upright. 

When installing luggage and to prevent death or serious 
injury: 

• Do not exceed the load limit of the luggage rack for 
bags installed on luggage racks. 

• Do not exceed 25 pounds total weight, including bag, 
contents, and attachments, for bags installed on pas-
senger uprights. 

• Securely fasten the bag to the rack or passenger 
upright to prevent bag shifting during vehicle opera-
tion. 

• Before riding, check that all straps are secured to pre-
vent strap contact with the rear wheel during vehicle 
operation, 

• Always remove shoulder straps before installing bags 
on a motorcycle. 

• See the owner's manual for recommended tire inflation 
pressure. Do not exceed gross axle-weight rating. See 
the conformance decal. 

Special Care Instructions 

The 100th Anniversary Medallion is chrome plated. 7,1th paint 
filled accents and a special hologram surface on the Harley-
Davidson ''Bar and Shield". 

To prevent damage to the medallion surface, do not use 
any detergents, chemical solvents, polishes or abrasive 
cleaning agents. 

To keep this surface in best condition. lightly wipe with a Harley-
Davidson Micro Fiber cloth, part number 94663-02, using clear 
water or a mild Harley-Davidson cleaner such as Sunwash 
(part number 94659-98), Bug Remover (part number 94657-98) 
or Harley Gloss (part number 94627-98) 

Figure 1. Sissybar Cover (generic sniled cover shown) 

Installation 

Single Bag on XL, Dyna, or Softail Passenger Seat 

1 	See Figure 1 Slide the passenger-upright cover over the 
upright 

2. Double-•rap the strap around the upright. 

3. Buckle the straps around the passenger upright as shown. 
then pull the straps tight to secure the bag to the vehicle 

After installing a bag, tuck in or tie down excess strap 
material to prevent straps from contacting painted sur-
faces. Strap material contacting painted surfaces can 
scratch or scuff the paint. 

4. Tuck in or tie down excess strap material to prevent the 
straps from contacting the rear 'wheel or painted surfaces. 

Single Bag on XL, Dyna, or Softail Luggage Rack 

1. See Figure 1. Slide the passenger-upright cover over the 
upright. 

2. Double-wrap the strap around the upright. 

3. Buckle the straps around the sissy bar as shown, then pull 
the straps tight to secure the bag to the vehicle. 

After installing a bag, tuck in or tie down excess strap 
material to prevent straps from contacting painted sur-
faces. Strap material contacting painted surfaces can 
scratch or scuff the paint. 

4. Tuck in or tie down excess strap material to prevent the 
straps from contacting the rear wheel or painted sur-
faces. 
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Single Bag on FLT, FLHR, or FLHT Passenger Seat 
or Luggage Rack 

1. See Figure 1. Slide the passenger-upright cover over 
the upright. 

2. See Figure 2. Buckle the straps between the license-
plate bracket and saddlebag-support bracket as shown, 
then pull the straps tight to secure the bag to the vehi-
cle. 
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Figure 2. Single Bag on FLT, FLHR or FLHT Passenger 
Seat or Luggage Rack 

After installing a bag, tuck in or tie down excess strap 
material to prevent straps from contacting painted sur-
faces. Strap material contacting painted surfaces can 
scratch or scuff the paint. 

3. Tuck in or tie down excess strap material to prevent the 
straps from contacting the rear wheel or painted sur-
faces. 

Overnight and Day Bags 

NOTE 
Installing a second bag requires the vehicle to be equipped 
with a luggage rack. 

1. Fasten the larger bag to the passenger upright accord-
ing to the instructions for that bag. 

2. See Figures 3 and 4. Connect the ID-rings of the 
overnight and/or day bags to the installed bag as 
shown. 

3. Check that all bags are securely fastened to the vehicle. 

After installing a bag, tuck in or tie down excess strap 
material to prevent straps from contacting painted sur-
faces. Strap material contacting painted surfaces can 
scratch or scuff the paint. 

4 	Tuck in or tie down excess strap material to prevent the 
straps from contacting the rear wheel or painted sur-
faces 

Figure 4. Overnight Bag and Day Bag 

Snap Bag 

NOTE 
The Snap Bag is sold separately through your Harley-
Davidson dealer. 

1. See Figure 5. Clip the Snap Bag onto two upper D-
rings. 

Figure 5. Attach the Snap Bag to Upper D-rings 
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2. See Figure 6. Thread the lower strap through the lower 
0-rings and buckle the Snap Bag clasp. 

3. Check that all bags are securely fastened to the vehicle. 

After installing a bag, tuck in or tie down excess strap 
material to prevent straps from contacting painted sur-
faces. Strap material contacting painted surfaces can 
scratch or scuff the paint. 

4. Tuck in or tie down excess strap material to prevent the 
straps from contacting the rear wheel or painted sur-
faces. 

NOTE 
The Snap Bag may be worn on either the right or left leg. See the 
Snap Bag instruction sheet for Snap Bag instructions. 

ower 
rings 

Lower Snap 
Bag strap 

Figure 6. Thread the Snap Bag Lower Strap 
Through the Lower 0-rings 
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100th Anniversary Luggage-Kit Fitment Information 
_ 	- 

Kit 
Number Fitment 	 , 

98931-03 1982 and later XL with low upright.H-D backrest pad, and rack 53711-96 or 56467-88A; 1991 and later 
FXD/FXDUFXDCON models with low or stock upright, H-D backrest pad, and rack 53711-96 or 53547-91. 

98932-03 1984 and later Softails with stock or low upright, H-D backrest pad, and rack 53465-87B, 56465-86A, or 53713-96. 

98933-03 1997 and later FLSTS with H-D backrest pad; 1994 and later FLHR and FLHT with 4-channel luggage rack 53341- 
97 or 53391-94, or detachable luggage rack and sissy bar combination 52805-97 and 53937-96 or 52933-97 and 
53743-97, and compact oval backrest pad 52924-98, 52528-98, or 52920-98. 

98934-03 1982 and later XL. 1984 and later Softail, and 1991 and later Dyna 'Alth tall upright. H-D backrest pad, and H-D lug-
gage rack. 

98935-03 1984 and later FXSTC/S/SB with stock or low upright. H-D backrest pad, and Bobtail rack 56466-860; and 1993 
and later FXDWG '.0th H-D backrest pad and Bobtail rack 56469-93B. 

98930-03 1994 and later FLHR and FLHT with 4-channel luggage rack 53341-97 or 53391-94, or detachable luggage rack 
and sissy bar combination 52805-97 and 53937-96 or 52933-97 and 53743-97, and rectangular backrest pad 
52555-94A, 52587-94A, or 52883-98. 

98936-03 

_ 
98937-03 

1994 and later FLHR and FLHT with 4-channel luggage rack 53341-97 or 53391-94, or detachable luggage rack 
and sissy bar combination 52805-97 and 53937-96 or 52933-97 and 53743-97, and large oval backrest pad 52709- 
97A, 52708-97A, or 52886-98. 

1982 and later XL with low upright, H-D backrest pad, and rack 53711-96 or 56467-88A; 1991 and later 
FXD/FXDUFXDCON with low or stock upright, H-D backrest pad, and rack 53711-96 or 53547-91. 

98938-03 1984 and later Softails with stock or low upright, H-D backrest pad, and rack 53465-87B, 56465-86A, or 53713-96. 	' 

98939-03 1997 and later FLSTS with H-D backrest pad; 1994 and later FLHR and FLHT with 4-channel luggage rack 53341- 
97 or 53391-94, or detachable sissy bar and luggage rack combination 52805-97 and 53937-96 or 52933-97 and 
53743-97, and compact oval backrest pad 52924-98, 52528-98, or 52920-98. 

98940-03 1982 and later XL, 1984 and later Softail, 1991 and later Dyna with tall upright. H-D backrest pad, and H-D luggage 
rack. 

98941-03 1984 and later FXSTC/S/SB with stock or low upright, H-D backrest pad, and Bobtail fender rack 56466-86C; 1993 
and later FXDWG models with stock low upright. H-D backrest pad, and Bobtail rack 56469-938. 

98942-03 1994 and later FLHR and FLHT with 4-channel luggage rack 53341-97 or 53391-94, or detachable sissy bar and 
luggage rack combination 52605-97 and 53937-96 or 52933-97 and 53743-97, and rectangular backrest pad 
52555-94A, 52587-94A, or 52883-98. 

98943-03 1994 and later FLHR and FLHT with 4-channel luggage rack 53341-97 or 53391-94, or detachable sissy bar and 
luggage rack combination 52805-97 and 53937-96 or 52933-97 and 53743-97, and large oval backrest pad 52709- 
97A, 52708-97A, or 52886-98. 

98929-03 Fits all luggage systems on this instruction sheet. 
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